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• Understand your inner motivation for a role change

• Plan for success by establishing target destinations and 
researching the market

• Understand how to leverage your existing skill sets

• Recognize the value of networking

• Enhance your formal education

Learning Objectives
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• Money

• Lifestyle

• Stagnancy and boredom

• Natural progression / Career path

• Laid off / Downsized

Why Are You Looking?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’re like most Americans, you’ll spend around five years of your life-engaged in some type of job search. You’ll hold about eleven different positions in the course of your career, and each job search might take you six months or longer. The new normal is not only to switch jobs, but the change professions. Understand you inner motivation.Do I really know what I am looking for?
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• Vendor

• Consultant

• Clinician

• Technician

Perceptions Of A New Reality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give details of our journeys...what to expect, what lead us here, and what each of these areas means/requires.
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• Willing to lose money or accept a pay decrease?

• Are you willing to relocate? (how far?)

• Can you adapt to a different culture?

• Willing to take a lower position? (how much lower?)

• Are you wiling to put daily effort into your goal? (for how long?)

• Are you willing to proactively network? (events, meetings, phone 
calls?)

Career Switch Tolerance Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are you willing to spend time or money to earn additional licenses, certifications? (How much?)Are you wiling to live on savings for a time? (How long?)Are you willing to travel? (What percentage?)Are you willing to accept dead ends or rebuffs without becoming frustrated? (How will you do this?)
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• Relying on traditional job search advice

• Treating a degree or certification as a magic bullet

• Failing to know and neutralize your red flags

• Disregarding supply and demand

• Ignoring your network

Switcher’s Top 5 Job Search Killers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wisdom you’ll find in most career books doesn’t always work for a career switcher Why? Because the competition you face isn’t ordinary. Most career books emphasize the importance of using keywords on resumes, so that you’re selected by Applicant Tracking Systems for an interview after applying online. For Switchers, applying online isn’t typically an option, as you might not have the right keywords in your resume’s previous experience. You need to network into an organization and then convince the hirer to pass up the traditional candidate and roll the dice on you.Obtaining an MBA or another impressive degree is only the cost of entry.There are very few things in life you can accomplish alone. A career switch is a major goal. You will succeed if  you activate your network. Understand the you may have red flags to an employeer (you are not a traditional candidate). Rebrand yourselfDon’t make the mistake of neglecting to research the market before preceeding, especially into an unfamiliar industry or function. Do your homework and set realistic goals. 
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• Personality Types 
– Myers-Briggs
– Enneagram

• Job Requirements
• Skills Gap

– Formal education
– On-the-job training
– Knowing your business

Gap Analysis?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know your gaps- there are many types of formal assessment tools that can provide an analysis of your strengths and potential opportunities- identify your opportunities and actively develop them.Understand the requirements of your desired job and work to fill any potential gaps- do you need formal training, can you pick up additional responsibilities in your current role that would translate over, do outside research and know the business.  If you’re looking to move into a leadership role, then work to take on leadership responsibilities- even if it’s not in your existing job role- maybe even within professional or community organizations.
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• Do I have the right degree?

• Should I pursue an advanced degree? 

• Certifications (CPHIMS, PMP, RN-BC)

• Designations (FHIMSS, SHIMSS)

Pursuing Formal Education?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does your program offer internships or other real-world projects? …where you can build hands-on experience?Will the debt you incur put you in a challenging financial situation once you finish school?Is it possible an advanced degree will make you overqualified for the role you’re seeking?
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• Online (LinkedIn, job boards)

• Job fairs

• To use a recruiter or not?

• Friends, colleagues, professional associations *

* Spend most time here...why because they know You!

Where to Search?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While a job search consists of a defined set of activities, career management is a fluid and ongoing process that includes regular networking, brand building, gaining new skill sets, experiences and continuously evaluating the market to ensure the value you offer remains currentHead hunters filled fewer than 6 percent of the total open jobs in 2013 and only 3 percent the year before. However, like LinkedIn, Headhunters have powerful search tools and are easily able to find candidates they want. Head hunters are sales experts, not career coaches. They don’t’ have the time to help you figure out what you should or should not do.l 
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• Establish target destinations

• Research the market

• Know who’s doing the hiring and when

The Job Search Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jobs are often picked over, a robot is making the decisions in some cases, Jobs can already be spoken for, the job has expired
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• Refresh and renew

• Create a strong profile

• Highlight key accomplishments

• Cover letters - Show that you’re willing to go that extra mile!

• Stand out from the crowd!!

Resume Review…and that Cover Letter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite innovations like Social Media, most companies still require applicants to submit a standard resume when applying for a position. No long verbose sentences, no jargon, do not list your job descriptionA powerful profile or summary statement at the top of your resume can influence what the reader concludes about you. Scan your resume for empty phrases that aren’t backed up by specific accomplishments (fluff).
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• Telephone

• In-person

• Virtual

The Interview – not all are created 
equal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tailor your approach
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• Who do I know?

• How to do it?

• Expand your web of influence

• Create ambassadors

Networking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Network before you need it. Networking – the gem right beneath your eyes!Make networking the first step in your job search process. This gets you past the inherent bias, robots and misinformation, to network directly into an interview!Dust off contacts, re-engage, don’t force it, it’s all about relationships, follow up.An Ambassador speaks on your behalf, they know you and will go to bat for you
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• Google yourself

• Update your LinkedIn profile

• Put your online presence to work

• Be careful when you Tweet, ‘Gram,
post…it’s all out there!!

Rebrand Social Media

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite innovations like Social Media, most companies still require applicants to submit a standard resume when applying for a position. No long verbose sentences, no jargon, do not list your job descriptionA powerful profile or summary statement at the top of your resume can influence what the reader concludes about you. Scan your resume for empty phrases that aren’t backed up by specific accomplishments (fluff).
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• Data analysis and presentation

• Personal skills - negotiation, conflict resolution

• Time management

• Multi-tasking

• Prioritization, crisis management

• Team building

Transferable Skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflect on the transferable skills you have. List the critical skills you gained or strengthened. Think about different projects you worked on, significant achievements or responsibilities any recognition or awards you received. Demonstrate how you can solve key concerns in your desired role using these transferable skills. 
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• Do the job (volunteer roles and opportunities without the title)

• Find a mentor

• Speak a new language

• Put hiring managers minds at ease

How To Get There

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Journey to a new realityConvince hiring managers to role the dice on you! Put their needs first. Hirers care about three things: abilities, fit, and motivation. 
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• Brand building

• Gaining new skill sets

• Networking

• Evaluating the market

Ongoing Career Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While a job search consists of a defined set of activities, career management is a fluid and ongoing process that includes regular networking, brand building, gaining new skill sets, experiences and continuously evaluating the market to ensure the value you offer remains current.Job switchers are agile. Re-brand or Be branded!Everything you put out into the world adds to the overall picture of your brand, whether you do it consciously or not. 
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• Be relentless, take risks

• Identify gaps and address them

• Differentiate yourself

• Have a growth mindset

• Prioritize yourself, take care of yourself - physically, mentally

Craft Your Personal Strategy
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Thank you for your gift of time!

nam3r@virginia.edu

Nick_Kagal@PremierInc.com

Remember to complete online session evaluation 

Questions
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